PRO GOLD WARNING TRACK MIX
1. Pro Gold Warning Track Mix shall consist of 40-60% screened loamy sand to 40-60%
Cinder Sand and/or 3/16”-1/8” minus scoria or a combination of both as produced by Gail
Materials.
2. Natracil™ organic binder shall be added at a rate of 10-12 lbs/ton as distributed by Gail
Materials. Natracil™ organic binder shall have a minimum swell volume of 35 ml/gm and
shall be blended with a pug mill that includes a weight belt feeder that insures the proper
ratio and the uniform blending of the binder.
3. For installation of new tracks place Pro Gold Warning Track Mix to a depth of 3-4 inches
compacted or as specified in construction documents. Placement of Pro Gold Warning
Track Mix can be installed over compacted native sub-grade, decomposed granite or as
specified in construction documents.
4. To install evenly spread the material in 1-2 inch lift at a time over the entire surface area
and apply water so that the entire depth of each lift is thoroughly moist before
compacting (do not compact between lifts). Place in lifts until material reaches final grade
and can account for shrinkage after compaction (~20% on average). After a period of +/- 6
hours or more compact the final lift with a minimum 2000 lb. static drum roller. Continue
to compact and level to final grade, if additional material needs to be added to reach final
grade proper scarification of compacted material and blending of new material must be
done to avoid layering. Allow for the material to thoroughly dry and cure before activity
on the new track surface. It should be noted that for a level surface it is recommended to
grade the area with a laser level or similar.
5. Supplier – Gail Materials (951) 667-6106, www.gailmaterials.net
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